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The Problem of a Starring Base for

(Abstract

)

This paper is an extract from the first chapter of a forthcoming

volume entitled "The Philosophy of Freedom" twith bhe subtitle "A Revision

of np^Tfj yiXotfofU,

,

not in i:he AristotelL , >ut an attempt to find one of the philo-

sophical disciplines from which systematic research into uhe entirety of

Philosophy could start, .'he disciplines inquired are Logic ,

T

etaphysics f

the wabecories, Theory of Knowledge f Psychology, nthropology t vosuiology

,

Philosophy of Science. "his examination, however # leads to a negative

result which seems to be partly an outcome of the substance of these

disciplines, partly motivated methodical reasons. These reasons, never-

theless, are not the decisive causes of cheir non-eli&ibili ty for oux-

fundamental purpose. It is the incomparable complexity of ourselves and

our thiriking processes that excludes any discipline when applied in its

singleness. Only the branches of Philosophy altogether can guide us, each

to itself, to each other, and to the entirety. Thus the potentially unlim-

ited complicatcdnoss of Our ov/n structui- Jces all of them preconditions

to each Ouher.



Ihe ?r<,blea «f a Starting Base for All Philosophy

(Abstract)

mis paper la an extract fro* the first chapter of a

forthcoalng toIone entitled "The Philosophy of Freedom",

with the subtitle "A Revision of Thought from Plato to

Kimsteia% It la a NttH fox a iP*^ jiAvSojt*,

sot in the Aristotelian seaae, bat an attempt to find one

of the philosophical disciplines from which systematic

research into the entirety of Philosophy could start. The

disciplines inquired are Logic, actaphysios, the Categories,

Theory of Knowledge, Psychology, Anthropology, Cosaology,

Philosophy of Science, this examination, however, leads to

a negative result which seems to be partly an oatcome of

the substance of these disciplines, partly motivated by

nethodical reasons, these reasons, however, are not the

decisive ceases of their non-eligibility for oar fumdam-

ental purpose • It is the incomparable conplexity of our-

selves and our thinking processes that excludes any discipline

when applied in its singleness. Only the branches of Philosophy

altogether can guide us, each to Itself, to each other, and to

the entirety. Thus the potentially unllaited compllcatedness

of our own strwoture *akee all of thea preconditions

to ee.ch other.

Otto ^cnneld
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The Problem of a Starting Base for All Philosophy

This paper is an extract from the first chapter of a forth-

coming rolume entitled "The Philosophy of Freedoms, with the

subtitle "A Rerision of Thought from Plato to Einstein". It is

a search for a*jp<yrf fiAo<So<j>(<>t,not in the Aristotelian sense, but

for one of the philosophical disciplines from which a system-

atic research into the entirety of Philosophy could start.

Though not anticipating the general result, this formula might

owing
mean, both t0 the fundamental and to a methodical requirement,

that none of the branches of Philosophy could be found fitting

the task in question. Our preliminary arrangement starts with

Logic.

Our interest in Logic, as well as in the other branches of

Philosophy, is in this context limited to the question wether

it is suitable as a starting base to a comprehenslTe examination

of philosophical thinking or not. There are, of course, short-

cuts to this decision. But before building, one should lay com-

pact, strong and exact foundations, and this applies to our

requirements analogically. The indispensabllity of ah elementary

clarification is eridenced by the circumstance that in the long

history of Logic an agreed definition of its essence and task

was established for sereral times and dropped again. The antagon-

ism consists mainly of the two tenets one of which attributes

to this discipline an exclusirely formal role and considers it

a canon of rules of thinking, its pure methodology. Whereas the

other mixes the criteria of thinking methods with thoughts and

ideologies. About 22 centuries after Aristotle, another master

of Logic, Kant, wr0te, as you remember, that since Aristotle

Logic had neither to more one step back nor could it make one

step forward. Nonetheless, in the books of the Organon we look



in Tain for a separation between thinking rales and philosophical

ideas. We find eren as indisputably a logical proposition as

that of contradiction dealt along with explicit problems of

Metaphysics. Despite opposing minorities, the actually over-

whelming Majority Qf logicians shares this attitude of fusion,

thus divesting Logic of its independence as a canon of formal

criteria* No major alteration of this circumstance w0uld result

from considering the positions of Kant, Hegel, Mill, Russel,

Whitehead, Hermann Cohen and Carnap. Wether this plurality and

restless diversity is solid enough to constitute the foundation,

is thus questionable. Before leaving this hasty confrontation

with Logic, let me just add that in the mentioned volume I ask

the far-reaching question of the necessity of Logic and discuss

it rather thoroughly. There are more arguments against entrusting

Logic with the task under discussion. For instance tricks that

this school of the technique of thinking teaches, by which worth-

less operations are encouraged, which means an unethical Logic.

Placing Metaphysics at the Parting point would be well under-

standable as an outcome of the desire of many thinkers first to

attain solutions to the greatest and most intrinsic questions.

Actually it is more than probable that metaphysical ideas, or

their predecessors, preceded in the history of thought. We find

the explanation of this circumstance in primitive, prerational

emotions, as anxiety, distress, want for safety and survival,

i.e. in situations in which Physics and Metaphysics were still

the same.

Now, however, for consideration of the chances of Metaphysics

as an introduction to Philosophy, we should at least try to

define what Metaphysics still is, after the removal of its pre-

historleal background, what it is as a way and goal of research.
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It is the investigation of

i

i« Thinking and cognition, their rise and their potentialities.

2. Body and mind, as a part of the problem of matter and the

immaterial.

3. Being per se and the essence of the world.

k m The meaning of hitman existence.

One notices immediately that these topics, here Just called

by name, belong not exclusively to Metaphysics, but are shared

by other philosophical disciplines. This pertaining tQ two sub-

diTisions of Philosophy, x and m, where the letter m indicates

Metaphysics, has in the cases of the four supreme quoted topics

one and the same character! It originates within x and reaches t

its fulfilment as an element of m. There are extremely few origin-

ally metaphysical topics. Numerous, however, are topics of other

origin that became metaphysical owing to their consequences.

Our forth topic suggests itself as the best instance thanks to

its simplicity i Human existence can be conceived as a physical

fact, respectirely a physical process, and as an ethical task

or obligation as well. These two definitions, however, comprise

just a fragment of the explioandum which we can complete only by

becoming aware of its metaphysical meaning. This easily enlargeable

parable seems to apply to every phenomenon when traced from its

first perceivable appearanoe to the very limit of our cognitional

faculties. The completion of its metamorphoses and their reflec-

tions in our comprehending process leads always to m, for m can

after all be called also r, reality. When arriving at reality,

we are beyond all problems, it nullifies them all, it is their

very contrary. For each problem means relativity, whereas Reality

is absolute.

Can this point of realizing reality be the starting point?
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ls it not the end of our thinking?

Also the other disciplines to be taken into consideration

will be treated here only to the extent of being requirements of

our fundamental context, not for their own sake. After our brief

Inquiries about Logic and Metaphysics, let us analogously examine

the potentialities of (c) categorical, (d) cognitional, ^psycho-

logical, (f ) ethical, (g) anthropological, (h) cosmologlcal and,

at the very end, (i) Philosophy of Science,

Free Philosophy, the idea to which I am dedicating all my

efforts, is, as its name proclaims and one of its principles

postulates, antlnormative . The same philosophy, however, includes

its own categorical system which in itself cannot help constitut-

ing a normatire element. In this categorical system, on the other

hand, potentiality counteracts and defeats the normativeness,

admitting one exception only, i.e. one more than potential, eternal

principle. Small wonder that this philosophy does not share the

general ban of contradiction, establishing its contingent ralson

d* etre. To introduce this categorical system to you would require

a historical and critical review of the existing categories from

antiquity to our century, and even a mere analysis and motivation

of the new ones would take more than all the time at our disposal.

So I have to acquiesce in a few words aimed at their role in our

specific context. Categories are not Just notions, but the sub-

stance and foundation from which the notional entirety springs,

the entirety of both the actual and the potential notions. This

is a widely accepted concept, and from here on, the real contro-

versy develops. Here motivating becomes difficult, the struggle

of each builder of a categorical structure with his predecessors

is often a hard effort. To find in most systems also a common

denominator is therefore troublesome, although not Impossible.
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It is their origin and existence a priori » their creation excluding

empiricism, or even any empirical element. An utterly explicated

analysis might be necessary to discover hidden empirical elements

in categorical notions, and still more in the rather invisible

connections between them. Any study of categorical systems adds

to the certainty of their significance as ajpower furthering thought,

Only by being placed at the beginning, the normative agent in

categories would have an automatically over-emphasizing effeot,

impeding the freedom of further proceedings. This, of course,

suffices to exclude all categorical systems from the eligibility

in question, no matter what their merits are.

Any thinking process, regardless of its contents, is going on

between a subject and an object. This is also the case when the

subject is a person who denies the existence of all objects ex-

cept himself, i.e. one taking over the role of an object in

addition t0 his being a subject. Since the role of the subject

seems to recommend our considering it first, we are inclined to

do so. We hope it would be helpful in clarifying the thinking

process and its chances as well as its results. In view of the

more or less generally accepted definition of the cognition

theory as the doctrine of the possibilfly, the validity and the

limits of cognition, there would be no convincing argument

against a fundamental epistemological pre-exanination of all

philosophy, provided the full Justification of that largely

recognized definition of the theory of knowledge. There is,

however, an objection that cannot be dismissed. It points to

the fact that the definition in question is devoid of any

genetic element. For we are not at all told about the origin

of thinking and Judgment. It looks as if it had ever existed

and never came into being. People familiar with the classic



chefs~d»oeuvre of theory of Knowledge find the complete lack ©f

genetic research, or more precisely, Its avoidance, particularly

in the antipsychological tenets of idealistic thinkers. To o*«r-

coaie that antipsychologism, maybe one could do sowething greatly

favorable to theory of Knowledge, although it would be extremely

controversial » tfe couia try to build it anew within the framework

of Psychology, this way revolutionizing its character and, to some

extent, lta very meaning • Why should any cognition theory forever

be the? antagonist of any empiricism!

The chances of Psychology as a candidate for the first chapter

of comprehensive philosophical research are certainly significant,

which is distinctly shown by the circumstance that the entire the-

ory of knowledge Including its candidacy in question could be made

a subdivision of psychology. Although it i&i^ht be a pitty for the

formal independence of gnoseological research, but this innovation

would put an end to its hanging in empty space, to its steaming

from nowhere, to a rationalism consisting Just of assertions and

conclusions thereof. A discipline pertaining to research of man

based rather upon an ideology than upon observation and study

can no longer be regarded as adequate 'the utterly complicated

h&aan structure and its anultilateral dynamics. As sn organic

opponent of Psychology, the Xheory of knowledge *ould become

that which it can never be in its Isolated situation, namely

empirical research. Only by virtue of this latter, the notion

of experience would mightily be enlarged and tnus enabled lead

to genuine Knowledge of reality wherever it can be found. Such

an amplification of the sources of Uitij/Ly is one of the maxims

of Free Philosophy.

i^ow, in view of the suggested inclusion of the cognition
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theory into Psychology, the question arises, wether Psychology it-

self is within its rights when claiming and practising its own

independence; or if some necessity may bring Psychology itself

into the sphere of a much larger science.

In the perspective of Free Philosophy, Anthropology is research

of Kan, at his earliest times and in his later history. The goal

is insignt into both human nature and human fate, inasmuch as our

actual fate can serve as a key to our understanding of our nature

and vice versa. All the achievements of Man belong likewise to

the science whose object he is. Since these achievements are so

incomparably great and each of them is so extensively ramified

and has a complicated history, everything in our systems of science

and in all their subdivisions becomes part and parcel of anthropo-

logy. It comprises, moreover, countless non-scientific accomplish-

ments of man; as on one hand the arts, on the other hand destruct-

ive performances €t» as war, including strategy and all the techno-

logy serving the methods of mass killing. In this huge and so

crowdwd and contradictory area, the study of Man constitutes the

core, and in this central sphere the actions of Psychology take

place, tracing, however, alsp the ramifications of those fields.

The question, however, wether also the study of the single groups

of mankind , as ethnology, belongs to anthropology, I would prefer

not to discuss now.

In the Immense plurality that constitutes Anthropology, we

did not yet mention Philosophy Itself, ^hen defining, however,

the accomplishments that distinguish the homo sapiens, Philosophy

is undoubtedly our most intrinsic and most significant work. More-

over, Philosophy is that part of research and knowledge which is

itself virtually universal, since there is, in fact or virtually,

no object that philosophical thought would not include. Besides,



in view of the fact that Philo80phy on Its part comprises also

Anthropology with all its problems, the particular o<-Ji0f>LoL

arises which of both universalities is the superior. Using the

metaphor of the congruency of two circles would not offer a

solution, since both areas of knowledge hare their specific

problems and are thematically and methodically lncongruent.

Two non-circular geometric figures, non-s uperposable , but

near to congruency and of the same size, would approach a

usable comparison

•

Nevertheless, the immense range of Anthropology excludes

its usability for our purpose, namely by a reason that is

both a methodical and technical one. It could by no means

be compressed enough for any introductory task.

Those people who always wish to treat Ethics as a prerequisite

h

to every tought and action, deserve oertainly sympathy and respect.

This, however, is not to say that we should, or could Join them

methodically. In spite of the differences and the virtual ant-

agonism between the other areas discussed and Ethics, they have

one Indisputably common denominator, they are all results 0f

advanced thinking, not its prerequisites.

A^ Cosmology of modern times is indeed mainly based on

Astronomy, Astrophysics and some closely related sciences, but

it is impossible to overlook that its most intrinsic component,

its very nucleus, is still inaccessible to empirical research.

This nucleus is, and might forever be, purely speculative.

Any theory that is necessarily its decisive result, as, e.g.,

my own cosm0logical theory, is therefore rather some kind of

applied metaphysics. I hesitate to mention now in what my cosmo-

logrical theory consists, so let me Just say that in this theory



the Universe has no origin whatsoever, and its existence is £d

explained in an absolutely different way. When placing Cosmology

at the beginning of all thought, we could, however, cause con-

fusion, precisely owing to the supreme significance of this

topic. We could simply confuse two things: That which we re-

cognize as the most important object of our thinking on one hand;

and a preparatory or introductory search for the objective Being

on the other. So renouncing even Cosmology as the starting base

for all potential philosophy becomes no less unavoidable.

The discipline that examines the contents of all sciences, %

their tasks, the relations between them, the question of ordering

them into a system for theoretical and practical purposes, i.e.

the aystMi discipline whose name Philosophy of Science is not

quite undisputable, is certainly worthy of highly serious Con-

sideration. It is one of the branches of the study of knowledge

that demands the rank of Universality, because the relation

of mutual comprising found between Philosophy and Anthropology

applies to all three of them, moreover, this mutuality is

merely one of the factors producing the overwhelming, namely

most mysterious fact of universality. The structure and the

functioning of this discipline, however, seems still more than *

the other universalities to demand its place at the end. It

is precisely its unique distinction that excludes the Science

of Sciences too.

But by this exclusion, a previously noticed phenomenon

returns, the single sciences as well as their ideal, i.e. not

yet real, entirety, which for that irrejectible reason lost

their chances for the role of determining the start, win the

no less great chance for being transferred to the end.
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We are arriving at a tentative conclusion* Our concise

inquiry about the eligibility of several constituents of

Philosophy that seem to suggest themselves as first steps

to all Philosophy, brings about a rather bewildering results

We had to exclude all of them. Moreover, we have to con-

front a situation of new difficulties, namely owing to

the consistent comprehension that some of the considered

first place candidates are changing their position into

the no less respectable one of last place candidacy. The

tf reason for the exclusion were mainly objective, partly

also methodical ones. But from this rather general summary

we have to proceed to finding and explaining the common

denominator in the negativity of the results.

This negativity seems to stem from an insufficient

formulation of the question, from an introspective knowledge

that does not penetrate our own Self deeply enough, thus

not reaching the natural limits of human jd insight. The

best yardstick showing the incompleteness of this intro-

spection is the obvious discrepancy between the almost

generally supposed simplicity of our thinking processes

and their actual complicacy. To attain a more adequate idea

of the richness of our structure, we ought to be aware

that also numerous animal species correspond to the

frozen idea of primitiveness far less than people imag-

ine. Many details of animal behavior that at the beginning

of our century were little known even to prominent bio-

logists, moved recently into the focus ©f observation

and experiment, tfe are increasingly often confronted

with facts whose explanation is far from being satis-
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factory. In the light of undeniable reality we hare often

to take Into consideration that superiority and Inferior-

ity of human and animal faculties are distributed in ways

that seem t0
suggest some kind of balance. So much the more ^

can our conventional views about human primitivlty no

l 0nger remain unrevlsed. Within mankind, the races for

the sake of abbreviation and labor-saving called Primitives,

turn out to be surprisingly or even mysteriously complic-

ated when closely observed and understood.

If our supposed simplicity were right, and only then,

the entirety of all possible thought, which means the

potentially a11-comprehensive and all-exhaustive thinking;

could be started from one base and moved towards the aim.

But since our thinking is potentially allslded, it has

also allslded preconditions . As if the multifarious outcomes

of our thinking would pre-exist in us, or if our thinking

would be caused by these outcomes before its beginning,

the tracing of our Consciousness back to its sources

becomes now the new, although primordial problem. The

actual, namely the psychological thinking processes

are probably determined by feelings in statu nascendi

which can become conscious in certain conditions only.

In the microcosm of our intellectual functions, latent

impulses seem to act even before the apperceivable coming into

being of this microcosm. How could the manifold faculties

of this complicated character render possible a onesided

comprehending of subject and object, moreover of under-

standing of their multiform relations? although several

motivations suggested themselves to our Judgment, it
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seems to be this now defined structural cause only that

might in itself be powerful enough to make the decision.

This decision could perhaps be made perfectly con-

ceivable by a not quite senseless metaphor! That of the

surface of a ball on which
A is no privileged point, since

motion all Qver the ball can be prompted everywhere and

at any starting point be equally near or far in relation

to the unknown end»

Wither does this metaphorically or symbolically

formulated result point? At any case to one sure conclusion:

There is no philosophical discipline that could claim the

first place, for every other branch of Philosophy could

claim the same right. The second conclusion has rather

virtual character? Between all fields of Philosophy

there is interdependence. Each of them is a prerequisite

to all, each presupposes the others. Does this not encour-

age the idea of the oneness of all philosophical thought?

But maybe that from here we arrive at other possibilities

or even more than these:

We are warned of overestimating norms and forms,

and advised to see the factors of relativity in things

themselves as well as in our ideas of them. This seems

to mean some moderate encouragement to skepsls. And

when not lured into full scepticism and maintaining

full openmlndedness , we may approach a state of readiness

to general revision which in its turn may lead to

Pree Philosophy.



rhe Problem of a starting Base for All Philosophy

This paper 1« en extract from the first chapter of a forth-

coming volume entitled "The Philosophy of Freedom*, with the

subtitle *a Hcvlsion of Thought from Plato to Einstein". It Is

«» search for a tfj>vrf fi/Lofofi^not In the Aristotelian sense, bet

for one of the philosophical disciplines from which a system-

atic research Into the entirety of Philosophy could start.

Though not anticipating the general result, this formula might

aeant^th tn the fundamental and to a methodical requirement,

that none of the branches of Philosophy could be found fitting

the task In question. Our preliminary arrangement starts with

Logic.

Our Interest In Logi c, as well as In the other branches of

Philosophy, is In this context limited to the question wether

It Is suitable as a starting base to a comprehensive examination

of philosophical thinking or not. there are, of course, short-

cuts to this decision. But before building, one should lay com-

pact, strong and exact foundations, and this applies to our

requirements analogically. The Indlspensability of an elementary

clarification is evidenced by the circumstance that In the long

history of Logic an agreed definition of its essence and task

was established for several times and dropped again. The antagon-

ism consists mainly of the two tenets one of which attributes

to this discipline an exclusively formal role and considers It

a canon of rules of thinking, its pure methodology. Whereas the

other mixes the criteria of thinking methods with thoughts and

ideologies. About 22 centuries after Aristotle, another master

of Logic, Kant, wr0te, as you remember, that since Aristotle

Logic had neither to move one step back nor could it make one

step forward. Nonetheless, in the books of the Organon we look



in vain fgr a separation between thinking rales and philosophical

ideas* We find eren as indisputably a logical proposition as

that of contradiction dealt along with explicit problems of

.ietaphysics. Despite opposing minorities, the actually over-

whelming majority 0f logicians snares this attitude of fusion,

thus divesting Logic of its independence as a canon of formal

criteria* Ho major alteration of this circumstance would result

from considering the positions of Kant, Hegel, Mill, Mussel,

whitehead, nermann Cohen and Carnap. Wether this plurality and

restless diversity is solid enough to constitute the foundation,

is thus questionable. Before leaving this hasty confrontation

with Logic, let me Just add that in the mentioned volume X ask

the far-reaching question of the necessity of Logic and discuss

it rather thoroughly* There are more arguments against entrusting

Logic with the task under discussion* tor instance tricks that

this school of the technique of thinking teaches, by which worth-

less operations are encouraged, which means an unethical Logic*

Placing Metaphysics at the starting point would be well under-

standable as an outeome of the desire of many thinkers first to

attain solutions to the greatest and most intrinsic questions*

Actually it is more than probable that metaphysical Ideas, or

their predecessors, preceded in the history of thought* we find

the explanation of this circumstance in primitive, prerational

emotions, as anxiety, distress, want for safety and survival,

in situations In which Physios and i etaphysics were still

the same

•

Bow § however, for consideration of the chances of Metaphysics

as en introduction to Philosophy, we should at least try to

define what Metaphysics still is, after the removal of its pre-

hlstorloal background, what it is as a way and goal of research*
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It l«s the investigation of!

t. Thinking and cognition, their riae and th«lr potentialities.

2. Body and mind, aa a part of the problea of matter and the

Immaterial.

3. Being per «e and the essence of the world*

4. The meaning of human existence.

One notices Immediately that these topics, here just called

by name, belong not exclusively to Metaphysics, but are shared

by other philosophical disciplines. This pertaining t 0 two sub-

divisions of Philosophy, * and •« where the letter m Indicates

Metaphysics, has In the cases ©f the four supreme quoted topics

one and the same character? It originates within x and reaches %

Its fulfilment as an element of m. There are extremely few origin-

ally metaphysical topics, Numerous, however, Pre topics of other

origin that became metaphysical owing to their consequences.

Our forth topic suggests itself as the best instance thanks to

its simplicity* Human existence can be conceived as a physical

fact, respectively a physical process, and as an ethical task

or obligation as well* These two definitions, however, comprise

just a fragment of the explicandua which we can complete only by

becoming aware of Its metaphysical meaning. This easily snlargeable

parable seems to apply to every phenomenon when traced froa Its

first perceivable appearance to the very limit of our cognltional

faculties. The completion of its metamorphoses and their reflec-

tions in our comprehending process leads always to m, for m cam

after all be called also r, reality. *hen arriving at reality,

we are beyond all problems, it nulllfiea them all. It is their

very contrary. **or e*ch problem means relativity, whereas aeality

is absolute.

Can this point of realizing reality be the starting point?



Is It not the end of our thinking?

Also the other disciplines to be taken into consideration

will be treated here only to the extent of being requirements of

our fundamental context , not for their own sake* After our brief

inquiries about Logic and Metaphysics, let us analogously examine

the potentialities of (c) categorical, (d) cognitional, ^psycho-

logical, (f) ethical, (g) anthropological, (h> eosmologleal and,

at the very end, (1) Philosophy of Science.

Free Philosophy, the idea to which X aa dedicating all ay

efforts, is, as its name proclaims and one of its principles

postulates, ant 1normative . The same philosophy, however, includes

its own categorical system which in Itself cannot help constitut-

ing a normative element* In this categorical system, on the other

hand, potentiality counteracts and defeats the normativeneas ,

admitting one exception only, i.e. one more than potential, eternal

principle* Small wonder that this philosophy does not share the

general ban of contradiction, establishing its contingent ralson

d* etre. To introduce this categorical system to you would require

a historical and critical review of the existing categories from

antiquity to our century, and even a mere analysis and motivation

of the new ones would take more than all the time at our disposal.

Ho I have to acquiesce In a few words aimed at their role In our

specific context* Categories are not Just notions, but the sub*

stance and foundation from which the notional entirety springs,

the entirety of both the actual and the potential notions* This

is a widely accepted concept, and from here on, the real contro-

versy develops* nere motivating becomes difficult, the struggle

of each builder of a categorical structure with his predecessors

is often » hard effort. To find in most systems also a common

denominator is therefore troublesome, although not impossible.
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It Is their origin ard existence e priori , their creation excluding

empiricism, or even any empirical ©le-aent. An utterly Complicated

analysis might be necessary to discover hidden empirical elements

in categorical notions, and still more in the rather invisible

connections between then. Any study of categorical systems adds

to the certainty of their significance as ajpower furthering thought.

Only by being placed at the beginning, the normative agent in

categories would have an automatically over-emphasis ing effect,

impeding the freedom of further proceedings. This, of course,

suffices to exclude all categorical systems from the eligibility

in question, no matter what their merits are.

Any thinking process, regardless of its contents, is going on

between a subject and an object. This is also the case when the

subject is a person who denies the existence of all objects ex-

cept himself, i.e. one taking over the role of an object in

addition tG his being a subject. Since the role of the rubject

seems to recommend our considering it first, we are Inclined to

do so. we hope it would be helpful in clarifying the thinking

process and its chances as well as its results. In view of the

more or less generally accepted definition of the cognition

tneory as the doctrine of the possibility, the validity and the

limits of cognition, there would be no convincing argument

against a fundamental epistemological pre-exa^ination of all

philosophy, provided the full Justification of that largely

recognized definition of the theory of knowledge. There is,

however, an objection that cannot be dismissed. It points to

the fact that the definition in question is devoid of any

genetic element. For we are not at all told about the origin

of thinking and Judgment. It looks as if it had ever existed

and never came into being. People familiar with the classic
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chefs-d'oeuvre of theory of Knowledge find the complete lack ©f

genetic research, or laore precisely, its avoidance, particularly

in the antlpsychologlcal tenets of idealistic thinkers. To over-

come that ant 1psychologist, maybe one could do something greatly

favorable to Theory of Knowledge, although it would be extremely

controversial s We could try to build it anew within the framework

of Psychology, this way revolutionizing its character and, to some

extent, its very meaning. Why should any cognition theory forever

be the antagonist of any empiricism?

The chances of Psychology as a candidate for the first chapter

nf comprehensive philosophical research are certainly significant,

which is distinctly shown by the circumstance that the entire the-

ory of knowledge including its candidacy in question could be made

a subdivision of Psychology* Although it might be a pitty for the

formal Independence of gnoseological research, but this innovation

would put an end to its hanging in empty space, to its stemming

frosi nowhere, to a rationalism consisting Just of assertions and

conclusions thereof. A discipline pertaining to research of man

based rather upon an ideology than upon observation and study

can no longer be regarded as adequateethe utterly complicated

human structure and its multilateral dynamics. As an organic

component of Psychology, the Theory of knowledge would become

that which it can never be in its Isolated situation, namely

empirical research. Only by virtue of this latter, the notion

of experience would mightily be enlarged and thus enabled lead

to genuine knowledge of reality wherever it can be found . Such

an amplification of the sources of ixierrj/ij is one of the maxims

of Free Philosophy.

ivow, in view of the suggested inclusion of the cognition
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theory into rsychology, the question arises, wether Psychology it-

self is within its rights when claiming end practising its own

independence} or if so*e necessity *say bring; psychology Itself

into the spners of a much larger science,

in the perspective of Free Philosophy, Anthropology is research

of i*an, at his earliest tines and in his later history. The goal

is insight into both huaaa nature and human fate, inasmuch as our

actual fate can serve as a key to our understanding of our nature

and vice versa* All the achievements of mn belong likewise to

the science whose object he is. Since these achievements are so

1 ncoie pari* bly great and each of thea is so extensively raalfled

end has a complicated history, everything in our systems of science

and in all their subdivisions becomes part and parcel of anthropo-

logy. It comprises, moreover, countless non-scientific accomplish-

ments of »anj as on one hand the arts, on the other hand destruct-

ive performances a» as war, including strategy and all the techno-

logy ssrving the methods of mass killing. In this huge and so

crowded and contradictory area, the study of :*?en constitutes the

core, and in this central sphere the actions of Psychology take

place, tracing, however, alsp the ratifications of those fields.

The question, however, wether also the study of the single groups

of mankind , as ethnology, belongs to anthropology, I would prefer

not to ftisoass now.

In the iwwensa plurality that constitutes Anthrooology , we

die not yet mention Philosophy Itself. When d«finln*r, however,

the aecoraplisn-nents that distinguish the homo sapiens, Philosophy

is undoubtedly our most intrinsic and aost significant work. More-

over, Philosophy is that part of research *nd knowledge whloh Is

itself virtually universal, sinee there is, in fact or virtually,

no object that philosophical thought would not include, besides,



In view of the fact that Philosophy on its part comprises also

Anthropology with all ita problems, the particular &noft<x.

arises which of both universalities is the superior. Using the

metaphor of the oongruenoy of two circles would not offer a

solution, since both areas of knowledge have their specific

problems and are the*aatloally ?*nd methodically incon^ruent

•

Two non-circular tjeosetric figures, non-s uperposable, but

near to oo^ruency and of the saae size, would apprgaoh *

unable comparison*

nevertheless, the IsMSM ran&e of ^nthropolofy excludes

its usability for our purpose, naaeiy by a reauon that is

both a methodical and technical one. It could by no &eans

be conprekred enough for any introductory task.

ihose people who always wish to treat Ethics as a prerequisite

to every tought and action, deserve certainly sympathy and respeot.

This, however, is not to say that we should, or could Join thea

*5ethodic»lly • in spite of the differences and the virtual ant-

«'ionis-n between the other areas discussed *»nd ethics, they have

one indisputably oo*^on denominator, they are *11 results 0f

advanced thinking, not its prerequisites,

AJJL BMHBfljMB of aodern tlaes is Indeed mainly based on

astronomy, Astrophysics and some closely related sciences, but

it is impossible to overlook that its most intrinsic component,

its very nucleus, is still inaccessible to empirical research*

i his nucleus is, and flight forever be, purely speculative*

(mis theory that is necessarily its decisive result, as, e.g.,

jqr own oo«««olosl<ial theory, is therefore rather some kind of

applied setaphyslcs . I hesitate to mention now in what ay cosmo-

logies! tneory consists, so let ae Just say that in this theory



the italver*e has no origin whatsoever, and its existence is

explained In en absolutely different way. when placing Cosmology

at t*e beginning of ell thought, we could, however, o^use con-

fusion, precisely owing to the supreme significance of this

topic. we could simply confuse two thlngst That whioh we re-

cornixe as the moat important object of our thinking on one handj

and a preparatory or introductory search for tne objective being

on tne other. i>o renouncing even Cosaology as the starting base

for ill potential philosophy become* no leas unavoidable.

fm discipline that examines the contents of all sciences, %

th^ir tasks, the relations between them, the Question of ordering

thea into a system for theoretical and practical purposes, i.e.

the systva discipline whose name Philosophy of Science is not

quite undisputable, is certainly worthy of highly serious Con-

sideration. It is one of the branches of the study of knowledge

thit demands the rank of Universality, because the relation

of Tftttn-j comprising; found between Philosophy and Anthropology

applies to all three of thea, moreover, this mutuality is

merely one of the factors producing the overwhelming, namely

most aysterious fact of universality, the structure *nd the

functioning of this discipline, however, see** still more than *

the other universalities to demand its place at the end. It

is precisely its unique distinction that excludes the oclenee

of 3cienoes too.

tut by this exclusion, a previously noticed phenomenon

returns. ?he single scieneea as well as their ideal, i.e. not

yet real, entirety, which for that irrejectible reason lost

their chances for the role of determining the start, win the

no less great chance for being transferred to the end.
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we are arriving at a tentative conclusion, uur concise

inquiry about tne eligibility of sever*! constituents of

inllosophy that aeea to suggest tneas«lves as first atepa

to aii rhilosophy, brings about a rather bewildering result*

me had to exclude all of thea. Moreover, we have to con-

front a situation of new difficulties, namely owing to

the consistent comprehension that sosae of the considered

first plaee candidates arc changing their position into

the no less respectable one of last place candidacy, the

%/ reason for the exclusion were a&lnly objective, partly

also methodical ones. But from this rather general suaaery

we have to proceed to finding and explaining the ooaaon

denominator in the negativity of the results.

This negativity seeas to stem froe an insufficient

formulation of the question, froa an introspective knowledge

that does not penetrate our own Self deeply enough, thus

not reaching the natural limits of hum*n i Insight. The

best yardstick showing the incompleteness of this intro-

spection is the obvious discrepancy between the «\*ost

generally supposed simplicity of our thinking processes

and their actual cooplie*cy. To attain a aore adequnte Idea

of the richness of our structure, we oufvht to be *ware

that -*leo numerous sniaal species correspond to the

frozen MM of prialtivenests far less than people iaag-

Ine. «ny details of aniaal behavior that at the oeginnlng

of our century *ere little known even to proalnent blo-

lofilstp, moved recently into the focus pf observation

and experiment. We ere Increasingly often confronted

with fects whose explanation is far froa being satis-
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faotory. in the light of undeniable reality we have often

to take into consideration that superiority and inferior-

ity of huasn and animal faculties are distributed in ways

that see* t^ surest some kind of balance, bo much the aore H
©an our conventional lews about human prise itivlty no

linger remain unrevised. Within aanklnu, the races for

the sake of abbreviation and labor- saving called Primitives

,

turn out to be surprisingly or even mysteriously eo»plic-

ated wnen closely observed and understood.

If our supposed simplicity sere right, and only then,

the entirety of all possible thought, which means the

potentially a 11-comprehensive and all-exhaustive thinking,

could be started froai one base and moved towards the aim.

but since our thlnklmr is potentially allalded. it has

also tqislded preconditions, as if the multifarious outcomes

of our thinking would pre-exist in us, or if our thinking

would be caused by these outcomes before its beginning,

the tracing of our Consciousness back to its sources

becomes now the new, although pri^rdial problem. The

actual, namely the psychological thinking processes

are probably determined by feelings in st*tu nascendi

which can become conscious in certain conditions only.

In the microcosm of our intellectual functions, latent

Impulses seem to set even before the appercelv&ble coaling into

being of this rclcrocosn. , ow could the . *.nlfold faculties

of this complicated character render possible a onesided

comprehending of subject and object, moreover of under-

standing of their aultiform relations? Although several

motivations suggested themselves to our Judgment, it
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••M to be this now defined structural cause only that

eight in itself be powerful enough to make the decision.

hie decision could perhaps be aade perfectly con-

ceivable by a not quite senseless metaphor: Ihat of the

surface or s ball on whicaA is no privileged point, since

aotion ail avmr the ball can be prompted everywhere and

at any starting point be equally near or far in relation

to tne unknown end*

ither does this metaphorically or symbolically

formulated result point? At any case to one sure conclusion!

inere is no philosophical discipline tnst could claim the

first piece, for every other branch of Xhilosophy could

claim the same risht. The second conclusion has rather

virtual character » .between all fields of Philosophy

there is interdependence, hach of them is a prerequisite

to all, each presupposes tne others, ^oes this not encour-

the Idea of the oneness of all philosophical thought?

Bui .-saybe that from here we arrive at other possibilities

or even sore than these

t

*e are warned of overestlasting norms and forms*

and advised to sec the factors of relativity in tnlngs

themselves as well as in our ideas of them. This seems

to —fca some moderate encouragement to skepsls. And

when not lured Into full scepticism and nalntaiaiag

full opentinaedness , we may approach a state of readiness

to general revision which in its turn aiay lead to

ree Philosophy.


